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In a recent paper Cannon (1914) examines the
interesting question of the consequences of a possible
resonance between the seasonal forcing function act-
ing on the Earth and the free nutation or Chandler
wobble. Cannon estimates that such a resonance could
have occurred about 185 mill ion years ago and suggests
that there may have been a causal connection be-
tween this resonance and the onset of continental
drift. However, Cannon's estimate of the energy
dissipated at the time of resonance is in error by at
least two orders ofrnagnitude and the actual energy
available is quite insignificant compared with other
known energy dissipation processes. In addition most
of the energy can be expected to be dissipated in the
ocean rather than in the mantle.

The equations describing the polar motion for a
linearly damped system are given by Cannon (p. 8a)
A S :

where the complex motion is:

ñ = m r + i m ,

the excitation is:

I = I t + V z

and the complex frequency of the free nutation is:

a = , + i t f r = u + i a  ( 2 )

where r is the relaxation time. The magnitude of the
frequency is c,-rs = (e2 + a2)r/2. The frequency c,-r

corresponds to an equivalent but undamped Earth.
The excitation function is assumed to be of frequency
<o1. The two components la 1 and fft2 ÇÃrr be decoupled
to give an expression of the form:

d 2 m .  ̂  d n  ) --+ 2a-;* a:o'm = f ,ç¡o2e(urt+ß) (3)
d¡z or

Cannon's equivalent equation on p. 84 contains some
minor errors that are of no further consequence. The
solution of eq. 1 is of the form:

, " i ( <oJ+ß ' )

where the amplitude factor p is given by

p = eo2 lfkÐ12 - eo2)2 + 4az e)t211/2 (4)

The frequency of this motion c.r1 is that of the driv-
ing force. Cannon does not appear to distinguish
between this frequency and the c^.¡ of the expression
(2). This is also ofno further consequence as <¿ does
not enter into the subsequent discussion.

If the forcing function resonates with the free
nutation of the damped system, û)t = û)o = or the
amplitude factor p, becomes:

pr= ao2 l4a'

and the ratio of the amplification at the driving fre-
quency {rr1 and the resonance frequency <,r, is:
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- - | A ) m = - t u Iot
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Cannon's equivalent expression is dimensionally in-
correct. For the l inear system the specific dissipation
function is defined as:

1 2o.a1
_ = _
n .
'  (Ð6-

and is frequency dependent. If the oscillator is driven
at resonance:

| 20¿,
_ = _
Q, cùr

where I /4, is the relaxation time at the ChandleL
annual resonance. In Cannon's equivalent expressions
a factor 2 has been dropped. The amplitude ratio 5
becomes:

and this differs from his expression (p. 8+) by a factor
20:1Ql o:sQr. Also Ít does not necessarily follow that

Q = Qr.In particular, we cannot assume that both -

Q = Q, and a = cr. Cannon's last expression on p. 85
for this ratio should then read:

0(o:t)1?(ci2)= 0.40 Q,

instead of his 0.882 Q. His expression for the time at
which resonance occurs remains unchanged but the
length of t ime u' for which the resonance condition
will persist becomes (p. 87):

r' = 2ù(tr)l3QrlQrl

The total energy dissipated during the passage through
resonance is Ë'*(rr)r' (p 88) and is of the order 5 ' l03r
erg sec-r (see below) as compared with Cannon's esti
mate of about 1033 erg sec-l if we assume that the
present rate for the secular deceleration O, of l0-21
rad sec-2 has persisted throughout the past although
a synthesis of growth rates of the skeletal parts of
invertebrates by Pannella (1972) suggests that the
average value in the past may have been about one
half of this value.

The ratio of energy dissipation of the wobble ener-
gy E* af the time of resonance /. to that at the present
time /¡ should be:

l6 '7

E*(t,) ^  ̂  Iar2 _\/o(rJ Y
ffii= o0,Ç,,_,/(ot'J/

The present rate of dissipatiqn is of the order (Munk
and Macl)onald, 1960):

Ë*(ro) - 1.2 - t}ts Q erg sec -

and at resonance:

E ( tJ  -  3 .5 '1014 Qt erg sec- l

This is smaller than Cannon's estimate by a factor of
about  10.

The observed time of relaxation for the Chandler
motion has been estimated by Jeffreys (1968) to be
between l4 and 73 years. A rnore recent analysis by
Wilson (1975) suggests that the Chandler wobble Q
may lie between 85 and 120. The nature of the dissi-
pation mechanism remains uncertain but probably
occurs in the ocean (Miller and Wunsch, 1973). Wunsch
(1914) est imates a wor ld wide value of  4 '1012-4 '  10r3
erg sec-t for the frictional losses in the shallow seas
giving an oceanQ of between 25 and 250. Dissipation
in deep oceans may also be important if the results of
Lambeck (1975) for the dissipation of diurnal and
senli-diurnal t ides are also indicative for the pole tide
dissipation. If the dissipation does occur primarily in
the oceans any extrapolation of the Q into the past
becomes quite uncertain as this parameter wil l depend
on past ocean-continent distributions. There is no
reason to consider that the nature of the dissipation
rnechanism has changed over the last few hundreds of
millions of years. If we assume thar r = z, then:

Q,= (ar laò2Q

or Qr) Q.TakingSr- 100 gives,E*(rr) - 3.5 ' l0t6
erg sec-r whereas Cannon's estimate is about two
orders of magnitude larger. This dissipation is quite
small compared to the dissipation of the rotational
energy of about 5 ' 101e erg sec-l associated with
the present secular t idal deceleration of the Earth
(Lambeck, 1975). Even Cannon's inflated estimate
remains smaller than this more important energy
sink. In consequence any thermal impact of the
Chandler annual resonance is small and unlikely to be
a trigger for the onset of continental drift as Cannon
suggests.
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